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1) Initiative

a) {Players} roll for Initiative

b) Each -Side- rolls 1D6 and compare the results.
i) Any Initiative Phase modifiers from non-Destroyed Units are applied now.

c) Winner is called the Offense Player.

d) Loser is the Defense Player.

e) If there are multiple Players per Side, everyone still rolls, taking the highest roll from each
side.

i) However; Players may only use modifiers from their own units.

f) Defense {Player} then moves their first unit in the Movement Phase.
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2)Movement Phase

a) Each {Player} takes a turn moving 1 Unit at a time.
i) Defense makes the first move.

b) Unequal Units - 1 or more Sides has more |Models| than the other Side.
i) See Special Notes

c) Movement Modes
i) Standard

(1) Unit may move up to its total Move Value.

ii) Stationary
(1) Unit may rotate, but this does not count as moving.
(2) Unit gains +2 ATK Die.
(3) Unit cannot use their Evasion defense mod.

iii) Special Moves
(1) Some <TAG> rules might allow for special movement, refer to their rules for

this.

iv) Declare Ramming Attack

d) If Unit wants to make a Ramming Attack this turn, Player must declare that now.

e) Unit has started Move Phase as <Panicked>
i) Remove 1 Stress Point

f) Danger Close
i) IF Active Unit begins the Movement Phase in melee combat with 1 or more Enemy

Units.
(1) Active Unit may only move half of their current maximum move value.
(2) 1 Enemy Unit per Player may make an Overwatch attack at this time however

it can only be Melee.
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g) Overwatch

i) <Panicked> Units cannot make Overwatch attacks.
ii) IF Active Unit moves from one Facing of an Enemy Unit to the other Facing of that

Unit in the Short Range bracket.
(1) IF OW Unit has Line of Sight on the Active Unit before the Active Unit moved:

○ OW Unit may make a Ranged Attack at the Active Unit.
Attack ignores the Short Range Attack Bonus.

(2) Attack suffers a -2 ATK Dice penalty.

h) Terrain:
i) IF moving through terrain: reduce Unit Move by ½ round down.
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3)Combat Phase

a) The Side that won initiative resolves all of their Attacks first.
b) IF a Unit begins their Combat Phase in base-to-base contact with an Enemy Model in their

Forward Arc, then the Active Unit can only do a Melee Attack.

c) RANGED ATTACK Setup
i) Unless otherwise specified, the Active Unit must target the closest Enemy Model in

Line of Sight.

ii) Unless otherwise specified, the Active Unit must have a valid Line of Sight to the
desired Target Model.

iii) Range Brackets
(1) Effective

○ Default 16”
○ A Unit may have a different Effective range.

(2) Long
○ Unlimited range outside of Effective range.
○ Affects hit results.

iv) Focus Fire
(1) IF at any time a Unit is ordered to Attack another Unit that is not the closest

Unit in Line of Sight to Attacker
○ Attacker suffers +1 Stress Point

v) <TAG>
(1) <TAG> rules may also allow special attacks or rules to change basic attacks,

they will override the standard rules where applicable.
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d) MELEE ATTACKS Setup
i) Standard Melee

(1) Attacker and Target Unit must be in base-to-base contact at the end of the
Movement Phase.

(2) Target must be in the Forward Arc of the Active Unit.

ii) Ramming
(1) Only target an Enemy Unit that has already moved.
(2) Attacker must have Line of Sight on Target when the Ram is declared.
(3) Attacker must be able to reach Target with Ram accounting for all move

modifiers and distances.

(4) IF Attacker is 2 or more Size less than the Target.
■ Attacker suffers +1 Stress Point

(5) IF Potential DMG would destroy the Attacker.
■ Attacker suffers +2 Stress Point

(6) Resolution
○ If Target is 2 or more Sizes larger than Attacker

■ +1 ATK Dice.

○ Defender Base Dice: Skill + Movement
■ For every 6” of Attacker Movement +1 DEF Dice
■ Ignore the High Speed Maneuver Rule

○ If Target is 2 or more Sizes smaller than Attacker
■ +1 DEF Dice

○ Damage
■ Base Damage is Attacker Size
■ For every 3” of movement, +1 DMG point
■ +1 DMG if Target is 3 sizes or smaller than the Attacker.
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e) Attack and Defense Rolls
i) Ranged Attack - Attacker Dice Pool

(1) Base Attack Dice = 3
○ <Rank> Tag may alter this.

(2) Panicked Token
○ Base Attack Dice are halved, rounding down, min. 1.
○ Unit ignores all attack modifiers.

(3) Short Range: Defender is 4” or less away.
○ +1 ATK die.

(4) Stationary Token: +2 ATK Die.

(5) Jumping Token: -1 ATK Die for jumping.

(6) Indirect Fire: Active -2 ATK Dice for the attack.

(7) Apply any relevant <Tag> modifiers

ii) Ranged Attack - Defender Dice Pool
(1) Base Defense Dice = 2

○ <Rank> Tag may alter this.

(2) Defender in Attacker Long Range:
○ +2 DEF dice.

(3) Panicked Token: Base Defense Dice are halved rounding down, minimum of
1.

(4) Evasion: If Target was not Stationary during this Turn’s Movement Phase:
○ Target gains a number of DEF Dice equal to its Evasion number.

(5) Stationary: Defender cannot use Target’s Evasion stat.

(6) Jumping: +1 DEF Dice for jumping.

(7) High Speed Maneuver
○ IF the Attacker moved 12” or more in the Movement Phase

■ Defender gains +1 DEF. Dice.

(8) Cover: Defender gains 1 Reroll
○ Cover is destroyed if Defender uses this reroll.
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(9) Apply any relevant <Tag> modifiers

iii) Melee Attack - Attacker Dice Pool
(1) Base Attack Dice = 3

(2) Panicked Token: Base Attack Dice are halved, rounding down, min. 1

(3) Stationary Token: Attacker +2 ATK Die

(4) Jumping Token: Attacker suffers -1 ATK Die for jumping.

(5) Apply any relevant <Tag> modifiers

iv) Melee Attack - Defender Dice Pool
(1) Base Defense Dice = 2

(2) Panicked Token: Base Defense Dice are halved rounding down, min 1.

(3) Stationary: Defender cannot use Target’s Evasion stat.

(4) Evasion: If Target was not Stationary during this Turn’s Movement Phase:
○ Target gains a number of DEF Dice equal to ½ Evasion.

(5) Jumping: +1 DEF Dice for jumping.

(6) High Speed Maneuver
○ IF the Attacker moved 12” or more in the Movement Phase

■ Defender gains +1 DEF. Dice.

(7) Apply any relevant <Tag> modifiers
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f) DAMAGE
i) Both parties roll their pool of D6’s

ii) Attacker: a 4+ is a ‘success’

iii) Defender: a 5+ is a ‘success’

iv) Compare the two rolls
(1) For each Defender Success remove 1 Attacker Success.
(2) If Attacker has 1 or more Success remaining.

○ Defender suffers an amount of DMG equal to the Attacker’s DMG value
for that Range Bracket.

v) When a Unit [Structure] is reduced to 0, the Unit is destroyed.
(1) Do not remove the destroyed Unit until the Resolution Phase of the Turn it

was destroyed in!
(2) Units destroyed in the Combat Phase may still make their final attack.

vi) IF Target Unit’s [Armor] falls below ½ of its total in this Shooting Phase,
(1) Target suffers +1 Stress Point

vii) IF Target Unit takes any damage and its Armor is below ½ of its total
(1) Target Unit suffers +2 Stress Point
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4) Resolution Phase
a) Resolve Damage

i) All Damage takes effect now.
ii) Units that are destroyed are removed now.

b) Check for Victory Conditions
i) Check now to see if the Victory Conditions for the game have been met.

(1) IF yes; the game is over.
○ Smile and shake hands, then plot your next battle.

(2) IF no
○ Shake it off, and get back into the fight.

c) Stress Check
i) Any Unit with 1 or more Stress Tokens must make a Stress check.
ii) Controlling Player rolls 1D6 for the Unit.

(1) IF the roll is higher than the number of Stress Tokens
○ Remove all Stress Tokens from the Unit

(2) IF the roll is equal to or less than the number of Stress Tokens
○ Unit becomes Panicked
○ Place a Panicked Token on the Units card.
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5)Specials Notes
a) <Tags>

i) Each <tag> declares when it can be used
ii) Each |MODEL| may only use each <tag> once per Turn, unless otherwise specified.

b) Line of Sight (LoS)
i) Used to determine if a Unit can see another Unit.
ii) Basic LoS is determined using the following method

(1) Draw a line between
○ Center of Model A
○ Center of Model B

(2) IF this line passes through either
○ Enemy Model
○ Piece of Terrain

(3) Then
○ Line of Sight is blocked

(4) Else

c) Unequal Units
IF 1 side has more Units on the board than the other side, use the following to resolve the

order of these Units’ Move actions:

i) Player with the most units, using the Link Tokens must assign Link Groups to their
Units before any Units have moved.

ii) Link Groups reduce the total number of Move Phase activations so that both sides
have an equal number of moves.

iii) When any Unit in a Link Group is activated for a move, the controlling player must
then move all other Units in the Link Group.

iv) The linked Units do not have to move in the same direction.

v) Once all Units in a Link Group haved moved, the controlling player may remove the
Link Tokens from those Units.


